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Greetings from the Vice Presidents (Parks, Sollenberger, Gies, Jones)

Greetings from the Convention Chairman (Leyting)

Greetings from the Vice Chairman (Shaffer)

Greetings from the Mayor of Buffalo (Sedita)

Greetings from the Convention of the Host Section

Greetings from the President, Ontario Section, CATCC

Greetings from the Research Chairman (Sylvestre and Wham)

Greetings from the Executive Secretary (Paine)

General Program

Technical Program

Executive Committee

Abstracts of Technical Papers

1961 Technical Section Technical Paper Competition

Exhibits

The Niagara Frontier Section (Vidit-Ward)

A History of the Ontonagon Section (Kern)

A History of the Quebec Section, CATCC

Equine American Dyestuff Reporter Award

Fred Forest: Olyny Medalist 1961

The Hard C Chopin Award to Arthur R Thompson

Program of Entertainment

Rizzo, Ramsley Receive Eleventh American Dyestuff Repose Award

Fluorescent Whitening Agents in "Wash-Wear" Finishing of Cotton (Beinart, Verner, Reid, Furry and Walsh)

President's Address (Morrill)

Rhode Island Section First in 61 ITPC

A Study of Dyeing Cotton Fabric and Its Effect on Subsequent Dyeing and Finishing (Rhode Island Section)

Achieving Accuracy in Measurements of Textiles for Reflectance and Whiteness (Washington Section)

1961 Olyny Medalist's Address:

A Challenge to Scientific Investigation in the Textile Industry: Ten Areas of Opportunity (Fortescue)

A Flawless Finish in Matching "Wash-and-Wear" Cottons (Arceneaux, Frick Jr, Reid and Gauthreaux)

The Australian Common wealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (Wright)

Attendance Top Expectations

Importing and Your Job (Wolffe)

Optimum Dyeing and Finishing of Specific Polyester Blend Fabrics (Lacy, Salvin and Schoenbein)

CONVENTION, 1960 (PHILADELPHIA)—Symposium—Dyeing and Finishing of New Cellulosic Fiber

I. Dyeing and Finishing of Zantrel Polyacrylonitrile Staple Fiber (Coke)

II. Dyeing and Finishing of New Cellulose Fibers—Enka Fiber 500 (Graybeal)

III. An Introduction to the Dyeing and Finishing of Corvul, Topel, and Moytel (Kenyon)

IV. Avon, Avril and Avlin—Three New Fibers from Avisco (Washer)

The Monfort Reactor—A Versatile Continuous Dyeing Machine for Synthetic Fiber Fabrics (Fortescue, Torbet, Ward and Warner)

Dyeing and Finishing of Man-made Fibers in a Cotton Finishing Plant (Peters)

Reducing the Felting Shrinkage of Wool (Steiger)

The Dyeing of Arclan 16 and Acrilan 16 Acrylic 1656 Blends (Stump)

Fabric Development from a Practical Dyer's Standpoint

Rovane—Versatile New Yarn (Sheehan)

Maximizing Construction Efficiency of Fabrics of Crensic Acrylic Fiber and Other Fibers (Haller)

The Importance of Odor Control in Textile Processing

Dyeing with Vinyl-sulfone Reactive Dyes (Luttringer)

Standing in the Textile Industry (Shaw)

Payment of Direct Dye Stuffs for Application to Undyed Rayon Staple (Southeastern纶ese)

Recent Developments in the Dyeing of Velc Modacrylic Fiber (Fortune and Paul)

New Fibers from the Cellulose (Christie)

Modern Continuous Dyeing Processes (Kern)

New Color-measuring Instruments for Use by the Textile Industry (Rizzo and Ramsley)

A Study in Union Dyeing (Northern New England Section)

Corval, Topel, and Moytel, An Introduction to the Dyeing and Finishing of (Kenyon)

Curability of Asphalts Application of Cotton—(Koltun, Decosas, Drake Jr, Pollard and Patton)

Cost Study, Formic Acid Coated Mercerized Cotton (Koltun, Decosas, Drake Jr, Pollard and Patton)

Finishing Cotton Finishes for Wool, Muss-Retardant: Preliminary (Decosas, McMillan Jr, Berard, Reeves and Pollard)

Cotton and Other Cellulosic Fibers, A Survey of the Effect of Light on Robinson and Rostron)

Cotton and Other Finishing Prior to Photopolymérylation, Changes in the Properties of Partially Photopolymerized Fibers (Peters)

Cotton—Cost Analysis Application, Aminization of the Cotton—Cost Analysis Application, Aminization of (Koltun, Decosas, Drake Jr, Pollard and Patton)

Cotton—Reduction on Fibers (Moytel and Koltun)

Cotton—Reduction on Fibers (Koltun, Decosas, Drake Jr, Pollard and Patton)

Cotton—Whank-resistance Finishing Agents for (Vail, Murphy Jr, Frick Jr and Clark)

Cotton, Evaluation of Variables in the Pressure-Kier Bleaching of (Gado and Oks)

Cotton—Retardant Effect on Subsequent Dyeing and Finishing, A Study of the Dyeing of (Rhone)

Cotton Fabric, Application of the APO-TPHC Flame Retardant to (Drake Jr, Pollard and Patton)

Cotton Fabric, After Treatment Effect on After-Beam Treatment, The (Rhone)

Cotton Fabric, Effect of Filling Yarn Twist Upon the Properties of (Meske)

Cotton Fabrics, Forming of-Formaldehyde Products as Whitening Finishing Agents for (Vail, Frick Jr, Murphy Jr and Reid)

Cotton, Fluorescent Whitening Agents in "Wash-Wear" Finishing of (Furr, Koltun, Gault and Walsh)

Cotton for Wrinkle— and Mus—resistance: Preliminary Study (Fortescue, Torbet, Ward and Warner)

Cotton Finishing Plan for Dyeing and Finishing of Man-made Fibers in a (Decosas, McMillan Jr, Berard, Reeves, Pollard and Patton)

Cotton Piece Goods, Kinds of "Neps" in Dyed (Goldthwait, Wiles and Van Sales)

Cotton, Satin, Surface Finish on the Flex-abrasion Resistance of (Ofode and Weiner)

Cotton, Shrinkage, Effect of Laundering on the Wrinkling of "Wash-And-Wear" (Shilling and Padgett)

Cotton Textiles, Dimethyltriazolone Finishing Agents with Long-chain Alkyl Alkyl Amines (Koltun, Jr and Reid)

Cotton Textiles, Studies of Wrinkle-Resistant Finishes for (Koltun, Jr, Ciletti, Berard, Leonard and Koltun)

Cotton Using Formic Acid Coated of Melonlaminol, Wrinkle— and Mus—resistance, After-Beam Treatment, The (Arceneaux, Gauthreaux, Berard and Rice)

Cotton, A Carbohydrate Finish for Wrinkle-resistant and "Wash-and-Wear" (Arceneaux, Frick Jr, Reid and Groves)

Council, ECR Proposal Regarding AATCC Research Approved by

COUNCIL HIGHLIGHTS

221st Meeting (Pittsburgh, March 15—17)

222nd Meeting (Pittsburgh, March 15—17)

223rd Meeting (Atlanta, April 15—17)

Counselors Vote to Relocate National Headquarters in New York City, April 15—17

Cover Factor on Crease Recovery and Tear Strength, Effect of Yarn Twist on Crease Recovery and Tear Strength, Effect of Yarn Twist and Fabric Cover Factor on "Upshady, Modi and Mehta"

Cotton Acrylic Fiber, Finishes, Maximum Construction Tables for Fabrics of (Haller)

Crosstown Prints, Changes in the Properties of Partially Photophenylated Cotton (Koltun, Decosas, Drake Jr and Gauthreaux)

Cumulof Cotton Needle, Dyeing of (Willson)

Damage Due to Retained Chlorine—A Brief Look at the Work of AATCC Committee RA5 (Nuese)

DELAWARE VALLEY SECTION

P645, P65, P284, P285, P571, P1026

Delaware Valley Section Meeting, Research Committee (P645, P284, P285, P571, P1026)

Detergent Literature, Critical Survey of (Schoenbein)

Detergents, Color Effects Produced in Nearly White Fabrics for Household Use (Furry, Besing and Johnson)

Development from a Practical Dyer's Standpoint, Fabric Preparation (P192)

Development of a Lightweight, Hot-resistant Fabric for Flight Clothing (Hays and Stoll)

Development of the Drunhine Class of Reactive Dyes, The (Caponi, Metzger and Gladna)

Dihydroxyethyleneureas as Wrinkle-resistance Finishing Agents for Cotton (Tanjus, Metzger and Gladna)

Dimethyltriazolone Finishing Agents with Long-chain Alkyl Substituents for Cotton Textiles (Larkin, Frick Jr and Reid)

Direct Dyeing for Application to Undyed Rayon Staple, Selection of (Shilling, Koltun, Jr and Reid)

Drinamine Class of Reactive Dyes, The Development of the (Caponi, Metzger and Gladna)

Drying Textile Fabrics Using Molasses in Error on (Tanjus, Metzger and Gladna)

Drying of Cotton Fabric and Its Effect on Subsequent Dyeing and Finishing, A Study of (Rhode Island Section)

Du Pont, New Fibers from (Graybeal)

Dyed Cotton Piece Goods, Kinds of "Neps" in (Goldthwait, Wiles and Van Sales)

Dyeing and Finishing of New Cellulosic Fibers (Haller, Koltun, Jr, Frick Jr and Stump)

Dyeing of Cotton Fabrics, The Effect of Retained Chlorine (Haller, Koltun, Jr, Frick Jr and Stump)

Dyeing and Finishing of Acrylic and of Blended Fabrics of Acrylic and Other Fibers (Koltun, Decosas, Drake Jr and Pollard)

Dyeing and Finishing of Corval, Topel, and Moytel (Haller, Koltun, Jr, Frick Jr and Stump)

Dyeing and Finishing of Man-made Fibers in a Cotton Finishing Plant (Haller, Koltun, Jr, Frick Jr and Stump)

Dyeing and Finishing of New Cellulosic Fibers—Enka Fiber 500 (Graybeal)

Dyeing and Finishing of New Cellulosic Fibers (Symposium)

Dyeing and Finishing of Specific Polyester Blend Fabrics, Gommel (Lacy, Salvin and Schoenbein)

Dyeing and Finishing of Zantrel Polyacrylonitrile Staple Fiber (Coke)

Dyeing, Inventions of the Pressure Kier and Pressure (Edelstein)

Dyeing Machine for Synthetic Fiber Fabrics, The Monfort Reactor (Edelstein)

Dyeing of Arclan 16 and Acrilan 16 E 56 Blends, The (Stump)

Dyeing of Cumulof Carpet Nylon, Dyeing of (Willson)

Dyeing of Orlon Acrylic Tow, Continuous (Thomas)

Dyeing of Vercel Polyster Fiber, Booster Beads (The Fortune and Paul)

973
RHODE ISLAND SECTION
P67, P184, P226, P346, P420, P606.
P662, P955, P960.

Rizzo, Ramsey: Receive 11th American Dyestuff Reporter Award 761

RIZZO, RAMSEY RECEIVE ELEVENTH AMERICAN DYE STUFF RODHE ISLAND SECTION FIRST IN ’61 ITPC

Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, the Australian Commonwealth (McPhee)


Sales, Research for (Lindberg)

Saltex, The Influence of Surface Finish on the Flex-abrasion Resistance of Cotton (Pope and Weiner)

Scientific Committee on Wash and Wear Broadens its (Richmond)

“Textile Processing in New Jersey”, Polities, Phoenix and Paterson (Edelstein)

Thompson, Third Harold C Chappin Award to 744

Topen, and Moyer, An Introduction to the Dyeing and P23

Treating of Coral, Dyeing of (Thomas)

Tricot, Practical Hints for Dyeing (Winslow)

Towel and Fabric Cover Factor on Crease Recovery and Tear Strength, Effect of Yarn (Updyahy, Mod and Metha) 567

Towel in the Preparation Before and After Resistance Treatment, Effect of Filling Yarn (Metha)

Ultrasoft Absorbers, Improvement of Lightfastness of Dyes on Synthetic Fibers by (Pallua)

Unpublished Wool, Dyeing (Fiedel)

Unstarched Foam, Fabric, Fabric, Reed to (Newman, Blore and Frishman)

U.S. Army Quartermaster Corps, Shade Control for Military Textiles Used by the (Benn)

Use of Modern Home Laundry Equipment (I. Wrinkling Effects on Washes of Present-Day Fabrics) (Taube, Ross and Poole)

Variables in the Pressure-bleaching of Cotton, Evaluation of (Gaido and Terhune)

Vegetable Oils, Recent Developments in the Dyeing of (Fournier and Poole)

Vinyl-Sulfone Reactive Dyes, Dyeing with (Luttringhaus)

Wash and Wear Broadens Its Test Procedures, Committee of (Richardson)

Wash and Wear: An Accelerated Test Procedure, Committee (Richmond)

Wash-and-Wear” Cotton Fabrics, An Accelerated Storage Test for (Rearneaux, Gaylin, Reinhardt and Reid) 163

Wash-and-Wear” Cotton Shirts, The Effect of Laundering Methods on the Wrinkling of (Shriek and Resig) 85

Wash-and-Wear” A Carbonated Finish for Wrinkle-resistant and Flame-retardant Fibers (Frech, Reid and Gauthreaux) 549

Wash and Wear Fabrics after Home Laundering, Appearance of (AATCC Committee on Wash and Wear) 567

Wrinkle-Resistant “Wash-and-Wear” Research in 1961—A Step Closer to Garment Evaluation (Richardson)

Wrinkle Study in Union Dyeing, A (Northern New England Section)

Wrinkle Resistant Finishing for Cotton Fabrics, Studies of (AATCC Committee on Wash and Wear) 567

Wrinkle-Resistant Finishing Agents for Cotton, Fluorescent (Frech, Reid and Gauthreaux) 549

Wrinkle-Resistance of Fabrics and Solid Soil in the (Lange)

SOUTHEASTERN SECTION
Reports
P304, P346, P420, P452, P603, P967.

Southern Textile Research Conference

Report of the Southern Textile Research Conference (Wharton and Frazzard)

Standard Performance Requirements for Textile Fabrics, American (Freedman)

Standpoint, Fabric Development from a Practical Dyer’s P135

Standpoint, Fabric Development from a Practical Dyer’s P135

Staple Fiber, Dyeing and Finishing of Zantrepl Polynosic P211

Standard Performance Requirements for Textile Fabrics, American (Freedman)

Standard Performance Requirements for Textile Fabrics, American (Freedman)

Staple Fiber, Dyeing and Finishing of Zantrepl Polynosic P211

Status of Nonwoven Fabrics in the Textile Trade (Shearer)


Study Committee on the Intersectional Contest, Report of the P967

Study of Dyeing of Cotton Fabric and Its Effect on Subsequent Dyeing and Finishing, A (Rhode Island Section)

Surface Finish on the Flex-abrasion Resistance of Cotton Sateen, The Influence of a (Pope and Weiner) 702

Survey of Detergent Literature, Critical (Schoenberg)

Survey of the Effect of Light on Cotton and Other Cellulosic Fabrics, A (Robinson and Reeves)

Swelling Action of Cationic Dyeing Polyelectrolyte Terephthalate Fiber, The (Rawicz, Czajka, Kwapilowski) 1

Symposium on “Textile Finishing” (Gagliardi, McDonald and von Bergen)

Synthetic Fibers, A Versatile Continuous Dye Machine for (Fortune and Paul)

Synthetic Fibers by Ultraviolet Absorbers, Improvement of Lightfastness of Dyeings on (Part I) (Strobel)

System, How to Get the Most Out of Your Watersoftening (Hinch)

Tables for Fabrics of Cre听了Acrylic Fiber and Other Fibers, Maximum Transmission (Haller)

Tailors in the Pad-Batch Dyeing Dyeing, The Causes of (Capponi) 667

Tear Strength, Effect of Yarn Twist and Fabric Cover Factor on Crease Recovery and (Updyahy, Mod and Metha) 619

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH

25th Meeting P184

24th Meeting P268

23rd Meeting P655

Technical Manual in Error on Drycleaning Tests P187

Tension, Mererization of Cotton Fibers without (Rutherford, Bosdon, Woe and Gholson)

Test for “Wash-and-Wear” Cotton Fabrics, An Accelerated Storage (Acreneau, Gauthreaux, Reinhardt, Reid)

A limited number of reprints of this index are available on request.

Write to “Index”, American Dyestuff Reporter, 44 East 23rd St, New York 10, NY
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